
ReSound Smart Fit cable guide

Cable connection for non-wireless programming

* The CS44 cable and CS53 flex strip combination can be used interchangeably 
with the CS63 cable and CS63 flex strip combination.

ReSound battery guide

BEHIND-THE-EAR INSTRUMENTS CUSTOM INSTRUMENTS

Receiver-in-ear Standard Microphone-in-helix Traditional custom

Mini  
RIE RIE Mini  

BTE BTE Power  
BTE MIH IIC CIC ITC ITE 

half shell
ITE 

full shell

Battery #312 #13 #312 #13 #13 #10A #312 #13 #10A #10A #13/312 #13/312 #13/312

ReSound  
LiNX 3D™ LTx61 LTx62 LTx67 LTx77 LTx88

LTxMIH, 
LTxMIH-S

LTxMIH LTxMIH LTxIIC LTxCIC LTxITC LTxITE  LTxITE

Wireless and non-wireless programming

CUSTOM MODELS
With the battery door ajar, insert the flex strip into the slot 
beside the hinge pin. The black dot on the flex strip should 
be facing away from the battery door. The flex strip is fully 
inserted when the black dot abuts the hearing instrument  
case. Close the battery door once the flex strip is inserted.

      RIE: LT61  
Locate the programming slot below the push-button.  Open the 
battery door. With the black dot on the flex strip facing the push 
button on the hearing instrument, insert the flex strip into the slot 
and close the battery door.

     MINI BTE: LT67
Locate the programming slot below the microphone port.  
With the black dot on the flex strip facing the push button on  
the hearing instrument, insert the flex strip into the slot, until  
the black dot abuts the hearing instrument case.

       IIC
Remove the battery door with the battery door removal tool.  
The battery pill on the end of the programming cable has a ledge 
which protrudes from the pill. This ledge will fit over the hingepin 
on the hearing instrument. Be sure to push the battery pill all the 
way into the instrument.     

     RIE: LT62, AND BTE MODELS
To connect the programming adaptor, hold it at a 45° angle  
and insert the small pins at the tip of the adaptor into the 
square cut-out on the underside of the hearing instrument. 
Once in place, move the adaptor in the direction of the  
battery compartment and then gently click it into place.
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NOTE: ReSound LiNX 3D customs require CS53 (19533900) flex strip for 
cabled programming. 
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Truly wireless fitting 
(no cable required)

3-pin CS53 flex strip  
and 4-pin CS44 socket cable*

IIC (10A) battery pill 
cable, left and right

Programming Adaptor II and 
 4-pin CS44 socket cable

Fresh battery Fresh battery Battery pill Fresh battery

ReSound  
LiNX 3D™

Wireless custom,  
RIE, BTE Custom, RIE: 61, Mini BTE: 67 IIC RIE: 62, BTE


